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Abstract. Database management systems based on role-based access control are
widely used for information storage and analysis, but they are reportedly vulnera-
ble to insider attacks. From the point of adaptive system, it is possible to perform
classification on user queries accessing the database to determine insider attacks
when they differ from the predicted values. In order to cope with high similarity of
user queries, this paper proposes a deep metric neural network with hierarchical
structure that extracts the salient features appropriately and learns the quantitative
scale of similarity directly. The proposed model trained with 11,000 queries for 11
roles from the benchmark dataset of TPC-E produces the classification accuracy
of 94.17%, which is the highest compared to the previous studies. The quantitative
performance is evaluated by 10-fold cross-validation, the feature space embed-
ded in the neural network is visualized by t-SNE, and the qualitative analysis is
conducted by clustering the compression vectors among classes.
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1 Introduction

In the past few years, various methods have been proposed to protect the database from
malicious activity or policy violations, but providing a reliable intrusion detection sys-
tem (IDS) that ensures secure database protection is still a highly interested research
topic. From the perspective of large-scale, distributed, and big data processing dealing
with sensitive data, database security is becoming more and more important as the num-
ber of unauthorized exposure incidents increases. Compared to the increasing database
dependency, the conventional systems have limitations for transaction processing by
malicious use, and the resources required for database security and allocated resources
are gradually increasing due to these concerns. Several types of security attacks on rela-
tional database management systems (DBMS) can be largely classified into outsider and
insider attacks. Figure 1 shows a query by a user for each layer accessing the DBMS.
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An IDS analyzes the queries of various users accessing the DBMS and gives legitimate
authority to access the actual data.

Fig. 1. Configuration by insider and outsider accesses to DBMS

An attack from the outside, for example, could send unauthorized, carefully crafted
queries to the web application’s backend database to gain unauthorized access to the
data [1]. Most data security problems are caused by outsider attacks and are reported
to occupy 75% of all incidents [2]. The SQL injection attacks of this class are well-
known and well-documented. However, insider attacks are potentially more dangerous
and much harder to detect [3]. Organizational insiders, such as system administrators or
former employees, can more easily get unusual database access beyond their privileges,
which can lead to security issues that cause serious financial loss.

The primary method to protect a database from insider attacks is to restrict access
to the database based on specific role [4]. Role-based access control (RBAC) provides
a low-level abstraction to facilitate security management at the enterprise level [5]. The
RBAC mechanism gives authentication and authorization to individual users, groups
and shows that it can be a means of modeling and detecting insider attacks against
databases defined as unauthorized access by role. Databases have data objects such as
columns and tables, SQL objects such as views and stored procedures, and tasks such as
selecting, inserting, updating, deleting, or executing procedures [2]. The query created
by combining the objects and rules mentioned above creates a unique query pattern for
each role played by the RBAC mechanism. It is not possible to generate all the queries
that violate the role in order to model and learn the pattern represented by each role and
to detect queries outside of that pattern, but you can filter insider attacks.

In this paper, to overcome this problem, classification prediction is performed for
user queries accessing the DBMS, which is an important data resource repository. In this
process, the system can be assumed to be an insider attack if it differs from the predicted
value compared to what was executed in the actual query. The objective is to build a
prediction system for detection of insider intrusion by constructing a classificationmodel
for user queries. The various deep learning models proposed in the previous studies have
limitations for classifying different input classes into similar classes. A typical case is a
class in which SELECT and INSERT exist simultaneously in one user query, but classes
with different role classifications exist.

In order to overcome these limitations, themethod proposed in this paper can directly
learn the neural network according to the role of each query based on the TPC-E public
dataset and have high accuracy for highly similar inputs. For this, we propose a deep
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metric neural network with a hierarchical structure. The proposed model is verified
with 10-fold cross-validation to confirm high classification accuracy compared to the
conventional deep learning models, and quantitatively analyzes the misclassified data
by clustering them in the visualized feature space.

Table 1. Related works on IDSs using machine learning algorithms

Author Method Description

Barbara [12] Hidden Markov model Create an HMM for each cluster

Valeur [13] Bayesian model SQL grammar generalization

Ramasubramanian [14] Artificial neural network, Genetic
algorithm

GA used to speed up the training
process of an ANN

Kamra [15] Naive Bayes Consider imbalanced SQL query
access

Pinzon [16]
Pinzon [17]

Support vector machine Agent-based intrusion detection

Ronao [18] Principal component
analysis, random forest

PCA performed prior to RF

Bu [6] CN-LCS, Generic algorithm Combining learning classifier
systems (LCS) with convolutional
neural networks (CNN)

2 Related Works

In this section, we will introduce various tasks that have been conducted based on
the machine learning approach to compare with the proposed method. Most intrusion
detection methods prior to the year 2000 were implemented without using machine
learning algorithms. Lee et al. proposed a signature-based approach using a predefined
query blacklist [7]. Hu et al. adopted theoretical classification rules where item updates
do not occur alone, but usually with a series of other events recorded in the database log
[9]. A data dependency miner was designed for mining data correlation and a practical
IDS was developed.

IDS using machine learning is gaining attention in the field of database intrusion
detection due to its efficiency, automated features and high classification accuracy [11].
Barbara et al. used the hidden Markov model (HMM) to capture changes over time in
a normal database [12]. Since 2005, various machine learning algorithms have been
utilized in the research field of the IDS. Ramasubramanian et al. used an artificial neural
network (ANN) tomodel the behaviors ofmisuse-based intrusions [13].Valeur et al. used
theBayesianmodel to detect anomalous queries and achieve near-zero false positive rates
for manually generated attacks [14]. They explained to be able to successfully model
database behaviors using machine learning algorithms.

Multi-layered perceptron (MLP) and support vector machine (SVM) were adopted
to detect SQL injection-attacks [15, 16]. Kamra et al. used the naive Bayes classifier
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to classify anomalies from a given input without selecting a feature [17]. Ronao et al.
used a combination of random forest (RF) and principal component analysis (PCA) for
database anomaly detection, where input was selected and used to solve the problem
caused by multicollinearity [18]. Bu et al. attempted to overcome multicollinearity of
input data with CN-LCS optimized by genetic algorithm, and proposed a deep neural
network using the selective input features [6]. Table 1 shows a summary of the methods
discussed.

Fig. 2. Overall structure of the proposed method for detecting insider intrusions

Table 2. Specification of 11 roles in TPC-E schema
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As in the previous studies, we have to be able to directly learn the neural network’s
separation expression according to the role of each query in a limited input situation.
We propose a deep metric neural network with hierarchical structure to achieve high
accuracy.

3 The Proposed Method

Figure 2 shows the proposed method that extracts the characteristics of each query based
on the user query generated from the TPC-E schema, and creates a training pair for the
triplet neural network. After learning so that the relative distances of each feature vectors
mapped to the latent space canbe arrangedby the classification list, the proposed structure
for intrusion detection by arranging a separate neural network for classification is shown.
The proposed structure consists of three components: the part that extracts the feature
vector from the TPC-E, the part that directly learns the expression of the potential space
with the triplet neural network, and finally the part that performs classification using the
embedding vector.

3.1 Feature Vector Extraction from User Query

Table 2 shows the specifications for 11 roles in the TPC-E schema. Each row is extracted
from one query, and each column is a decimal feature such as the length of the query
or the number of fields or tables. Each user query is generated according to 11 given
roles. To implement the role, we refer to the pseudocode of the transaction database
in the TPC-E schema. Each role has a specific table T representing access privileges,
the corresponding attribute A, and the command C executed. Different input encoding
schemes have different performance results, so the function extraction process of the
generated query is the basic step of modeling the role of each query. We use the feature
extraction method for the query proposed by Ronao et al. [20].

3.2 Learning Triplet Neural Network for Expressing Feature Space

Conversion operation φc, designed to model spatial correlation by learning useful filters
based on data, and pooling operation φp, which extracts the representative value of the
input, can be represented by Eq. (1) for the i-row j-column node output xlij in the lth
layer. At this time, the pooling distance τ for the (m× m) size convolution filter wf and
the (k × k) size pooling area is used.

φl
c(x̄) =

∑m−1

a=0

∑m−1

b=0
wabx

l−1
(i+a)(j+b)

φl
p(x̄) = maxxl−1

ij×τ (1)

The given 1D feature vector x is compressed in the neural network by the operation of
Eq. (2) and outputs a reconstructed feature vector.

f (x) = σ(wφC(x) + b) = z (2)
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At this time, from the neural network point of view,σ is a sigmoid nonlinear activation
function, b is a bias function, and z is a latent variable in the feature space. The neural
network can finally obtain vector representation in the potential space bymultiplying the
input x by weight and applying the activation function by adding bias constants, which
can be interpreted as an intuitive modeling of the input’s characteristics.

Neural networks sharing eachweight are grouped into three, and triplet loss is defined
using Euclidean distance in the expression space of each feature vector as follows,

L(A,P,N ) = max
(
f (A) − f (P)2 − f (A) − f (N )2 + α, 0

)
(3)

Fig. 3. Feature vector extracted from user query

Table 3. Characteristics of the seven fields of Q

Here, A and P are selected from the same classification class, and N is selected
from different classes from A and P and used for learning the neural network. (A, P,
N) learning pairs are constructed during batch analysis for learning, and sampling is
performed so that learning data is not used.
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4 Experimental Results

In this section, we introduce the learning dataset for the entire system and conduct
experiments to verify the consistency of the proposed model. Figure 3 is a feature vector
extracted after transformation using a user query. The experiment uses synthetic queries
to model the normal behavior of SQL queries by role and solve the class imbalance
problem. When a model learns only a few specific roles with performance components,
the frequency of occurrence of anomalous events is lower than normal, significantly
reducing the overall performance of the model. This is due to class imbalance, a major
problem in data mining, where the classifier can be biased towards the main class, which
can significantly reduce the classification performance of subclasses [8]. To solve this
problem, the method of generating a virtual SQL query for each role has the advantage
of simulating and modeling various scenarios [9].

Fig. 4. Accuracy comparison with other models through 10-fold cross-validation

Table 4. Misclassification results in confusion matrix
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Table 5. Precision, Recall, F1 score

For each role implementation, we refer to the footprint and pseudo-code of the
transaction database in the TPC-E benchmark [10]. Each role has a specific table T
representing its corresponding attribute A, the command C to be executed and its access
authorization information. The TPC-E schema models the activities of brokerage firms
that execute customer transaction orders, manage customer accounts, and are responsible
for customer interactionwith the financialmarket. For each of the 11-class roles as shown
in Table 2, 1,000 queries are generated based on the TPC-E schema.

The process of extracting the feature of the generated query is the most basic step in
the role of each query modeling. The performance of encoding schemes with different
inputs is due to different results. We adopt a feature extraction method for the query
proposed by Ronao et al. [11]. This study successfully modeled the role of the query
using extracted 277 features by a random forest classifier.

The feature extraction process consists of parsing and extraction steps. First, the
parse phase reconstructs the input in the extraction phase. This step is implemented
by simply dividing sections and queries. This is simple because typical database SQL
queries are written in a structured language. Second, in the extraction step, we create a
feature vector Q containing seven fields: SQL-CMD [], VALUE-CTR [], PROJ-REL-
DEC [], SEL-ATTR-DEC [], PROJ-ATTR-DEC [], GRPBY-ATTR-DEC [], ORDBY-
ATTR-DEC [] and VALUE-CTR []. Table 3 shows the elements included in each field
of Q [11].

After applying the aforementioned feature extraction process to the TPC-E schema,
277 features are obtained from 33 tables. For example, fields taken from a query in
the ‘TRADE_HISTORY’ table are divided into 277 decimal functions (SQL-CMD,
PROJ-REL-DEC, PROJ-ATTR-DEC[ID], PROJ-ATTR-DEC[number], etc.).

Figure 4 shows the results of 10-fold cross-validation of classification accuracy
with machine learning algorithms including deep learning models. While the SVM
model records a classification accuracy of 90.60%, the classification accuracy increased
to 92.53% for the CN-LCS model, which selects the input data through evolutionary
computation, and 94.17% for the proposed triplet neural network. The validity of the
proposed model is proved as a result of learning a deep metric neural network to solve
the problem of classification of similarity of input for analysis of misclassification in
previous studies.

In order to perform analysis on the misclassification case in the confusion matrix of
Table 4, Fig. 5 shows the activation function values of the layer immediately before the
neural network output visualized with the t-SNE algorithm, and the misclassification
data traced. Table 5 analyzes the precision and recall of the proposed model.
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Fig. 5. Visualization of misclassified cases

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we present the importance of security problems in various systems using
DBMS, and propose a model that analyzes user queries, extracts functions, and classifies
them by role to detect vulnerable insider intrusions. The contribution of this paper is a
higher accuracy than the conventional machine learning methods including the model
proposed in the previous study (CN-LCS) using the TPC-E benchmark dataset. The
proposed method constructs a model with an applicable hierarchical structure that uses
fewer resources than the methods using evolutionary computation. The robustness is
verified by performing quantitative analysis on precision and reproducibility.

In the future, we will conduct research to extend the loss function based on n-
dimensional Euclidean distance, devise a method of how to sample hard triplets for
curriculum learning, and improve the accuracy based on the misclassification analysis.
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